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BASIS OF REPORT
This document has been prepared by SLR Consulting Limited with reasonable skill, care and diligence, and taking account of the
manpower, timescales and resources devoted to it by agreement with Mr. J Townsend-Berridge (the Client) as part or all of the
services it has been appointed by the Client to carry out. It is subject to the terms and conditions of that appointment.
SLR shall not be liable for the use of or reliance on any information, advice, recommendations and opinions in this document for any
purpose by any person other than the Client. Reliance may be granted to a third party only in the event that SLR and the third party
have executed a reliance agreement or collateral warranty.
Information reported herein may be based on the interpretation of public domain data collected by SLR, and/or information supplied
by the Client and/or its other advisors and associates. These data have been accepted in good faith as being accurate and valid.
The copyright and intellectual property in all drawings, reports, specifications, bills of quantities, calculations and other information
set out in this report remain vested in SLR unless the terms of appointment state otherwise.
This document may contain information of a specialised and/or highly technical nature and the Client is advised to seek clarification on
any elements which may be unclear to it.
Information, advice, recommendations and opinions in this document should only be relied upon in the context of the whole
document and any documents referenced explicitly herein and should then only be used within the context of the appointment.
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INTRODUCTION
Mr. J Townsend-Berridge (JTB) has instructed SLR Consulting Limited (SLR) to prepare an Environmental Risk
Assessment (ERA) in support of a bespoke Environmental Waste Recovery Permit Application (EP). The
application seeks approval for the use of inert waste for the restoration of an area of land previously used as a
lake on Dale Farm, Southampton.
This ERA is a simple assessment of the risks to the environment and human health from accidents, odour, noise
and fugitive emissions that may be associated with the operations at the facility.
The assessment has been completed in accordance with the Environment Agency (EA) Risk Assessment for your
EP guidance, dated February 20161. The aim of the assessment is to identify any significant risks and
demonstrate that the risk of pollution or harm will be acceptable by taking the appropriate measures to
manage these risks.
The EA Guidance requires all receptors that are near the site and could reasonably be affected by the activities
to be identified and considered as part of the assessment.
For the purposes of this ERA, a 1km radius from the site’s EP boundary has been adopted in reviewing
potentially sensitive receptors of ecological importance along with features such as sites of cultural and natural
heritage. A radius of 500m from the site’s EP boundary has been adopted for all other potentially sensitive
receptors (for example, residential, commercial, industrial, agricultural and surface water receptors). Beyond
these distances, it is not considered that receptors could reasonably be affected by the proposed development.
The potentially sensitive receptors are illustrated on Drawing 003, Appendix ERA1 and described in Table 2.2.
This ERA should be read in conjunction with:
•

Non-Technical Summary;

•

Waste Recovery Plan;

•

Site Condition Report; and

•

Operating Techniques.

1.1

Proposed Development

This EP application seeks to authorise the use of suitable imported inert waste materials, as a replacement for
non-waste construction material, in the restoration of an area of land previously used as a lake.
The proposed restoration of the land is illustrated in a series of drawings, as follows:
•

Drawing 001: Site Location Plan

•

Drawing 002: Environmental Permit Boundary

•

Drawing 003: Sources Pathways and Receptors

•

Appendix ERA1: Environment Agency Nature and Conservation Screen

•

Drawing 004: Proposed Landform and Cross Section

•

Drawing 009: Existing and Proposed View Towards Pond

______________________
1

Environment Agency - ‘Risk Assessments for your Environmental Permit’ Feb
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/risk-assessments-for-your-environmental-permit, accessed June 2018.
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A summary of the proposed restoration is included within the Non-Technical Summary included as Section 1 of
this EP application.
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SITE SETTING & RECEPTORS
2.1

Site Setting

The site is located off the A326 to the south west of Southampton, approximately 2.7 km to the west of
Southampton Water tidal estuary.
The site is located within a predominantly rural area with open land immediately on all sides.
The proposed development is located within an area of land under the ownership and management of Mr
Townsend-Berridge. This includes Dale Farm House which operates as a guest house, and existing equestrian
facilities which are not currently open to the public but have been in the past, located approximately 50m and
75m from the proposed recovery operation respectively.
Table 2-1 below summaries the surrounding land uses and are illustrated on Drawing 003.
The site is within the administrative bounds of the New Forest National Park and is surrounded by a number of
sites of local and national ecological and conservation importance.
Table 2-1
Surrounding Land Uses
Boundary

Description

North

Farmland directly to the north, beyond which are a number of residential dwellings, the Hythe
Bypass roundabout and Marchwood.

East

Manor Road to the east, beyond which is the Hythe Bypass and Dibden Golf Centre.

South

Farmland directly to the south, beyond which is the New Forest National Park.

West

Existing equestrian facilities. Dale Farm House.
Farmland, beyond which is the Beaulieu Road and the New Forest National Park.

The immediate surrounding land use is described in further detail below:

2.1.1 Areas for Public and Recreational Use
A public highway, which also makes up part of the National Cycle Route, runs approximately 410m to the
south. The site is located on the fringes of the New Forest which is particularly popular for walkers, cyclists,
horse riders and alike. There are no apparent footpaths immediately surrounding the site, however tracks are
shown on mapping from approximately 100m from the site.

2.1.2 Industrial and Commercial Premises
The Bramdon Hill Golf Club and Dibden Green golf centre are approximately 320m to the east, beyond the
A326.
An equestrian facility including stabling is located 320m to the east.
Applemore Kennels and Cattery is located approximately 400m to the south east.

2.1.3 Residential
The nearest main residential conurbation is Applemore, located approximately 800m to the south east.

.
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There are a few scattered individual residential and farm houses surrounding the site, as shown on Drawing
003. The closest of which is 200m to the south east.

2.1.4 Local Road Network
The site is accessed off Manor Road, off the A326, both to the east at 160m and 300m respectively.
The wider local road network is illustrated on Drawings 003.
Waste material destined for the restoration of the lake will be transported via a separate entrance / exit to the
east of the EP boundary, as shown on Drawing 002.

2.2

Geology

Data provided in the Envirocheck report included as Appendix SCR1, utilises the British Geological Survey (BGS)
Digital geology mapping for the area. This data shows the bedrock geology is of the Charma Sand Formation,
consisting of Sand, Silt and Clay.
There are no recorded superficial deposits.

2.3

Hydrogeology

Mapping provided by the EA2 indicates that the site lies within an area classified as ‘minor’ for groundwater
vulnerability.
EA mapping indicates that the bedrock deposits beneath the site are designated as a Secondary A aquifer.

2.4

Hydrology

The proposed landform to be infilled constitutes a pond area, although the area is not filled with water in its
entirety.
There are several surface water drainage features within 500m of the site as shown on Drawing 003. The
closest is approximately 40m to the south.

2.5

Flooding

The site is wholly located within Flood Zone 1. Flood Zone 1 is defined as land which could be at risk of flooding
from fluvial flood events with less than 0.1% annual probability of occurrence i.e. considered to be at ‘low
probability’ of fluvial flooding.

2.6

Ecology

2.6.1 European/International Sites
Searches conducted on the Multi Agency Governmental Information for the Countryside (MAGIC) Website2
indicate that the site lies in close proximity to designated sites.
The New Forest is a multi-designated site consisting of a Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), Special
Protection Areas (SPA), Special Areas of Conservation (SAC) and Ramsar designation.
______________________
2

MAGIC Website: www://magic.defra.gov.uk accessed June 2018
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The boundary of each designation is shown within Appendix ERA1.

2.6.2 Other ecological receptors
As identified on MAGIC mapping and within the EA’s conservation screen, the following ecological areas have
been identified;
The site is located within an area classified as The New Forest National Park.
An area of ancient woodland (replanted) is located to the south, approximately 280m from the site to the south
west.
A Local Wildlife Site (Dale Farm Meadow) is located approximately 40m to the south.
Searches on the MAGIC website have also confirmed there are none of the following ecological receptors
within 1km of the permit boundary:
•

Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty;

•

Registered Parks and Gardens;

•

World Heritage Sites;

•

Woodland Trust Sites; and

•

National Forest.

2.6.3 Cultural Heritage
Searches on the MAGIC website have also confirmed that there are none of the following within 1km of the
application site:
•

National Forest;

•

National Trust Properties; and

•

Registered Battlefields.

There are a number of listed buildings within 1km, as shown on Drawing 003. The closest of which is The Old
Manor, located 460m to the north east.
There are no Scheduled Monuments within 1km of the site.

2.6.4 Identified Receptors
Table 2-2 below shows the locations of receptors that are considered to be potentially sensitive and could
reasonably be affected by the waste recovery activities carried out on site.
Table 2-2
Identified Receptors
Receptor Name

Receptor Type

Direction from
Site

Approximate
Distance from Site
Boundary (in metres)

Sources Pathways and Receptors located within 500m of the EP boundary as shown on Drawing 003 and within
Appendix ERA1

Surface water features, including drains

Surface Water Feature

South

40m

Dale Farm Guest House

Residential and
Commercial

North

50m
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Receptor Name

Receptor Type

Direction from
Site

Approximate
Distance from Site
Boundary (in metres)

Public Footpaths

Rights of way

South

100m

Residential properties, including those
off Manor Road

Residential

South east

200m

Equestrian Facilities

Commercial

East

200m

Golf course

Recreational

East

320m

Kennels and Cattery

Commercial

South east

400m

Public highways, including Manor Road

Local Road Network

East

460m

Cultural and Natural Heritage identified receptors located within 1km of the EP boundary as shown within Appendix
ERA1 and on Drawing 003 (500m)

Area of National Park

National Park

All

Site is located
within an area
designated as
National Park

Dale Farm Meadow

Local Wildlife Site

South

40m

New Forest Site of Special Scientific
Interest

SSSI

South

100m

New Forest RAMSAR

Ramsar

South

100m

New Forest Special Protection Area

SPA

South

100m

New Forest Special Area of
Conservation

SAC

South

100m

Ancient woodland

Ancient Woodland

South

280m

Listed Building, including The Manor
House

Listed Building

North east

320m
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Environmental Risk Assessment Overview and Approach
This environmental risk assessment complies with EA regulatory guidance3 and uses the following approach for
identifying and assessing the risks in six steps:
Step 1 Identify and consider risks for your site, and the sources of the risks;
Step 2 Identify the receptors (people, animals, property and anything else that could be affected by the hazard)
at risk from your site;
Step 3 Identify the possible pathways from the sources of the risks to the receptors;
Step 4 Assess risks relevant to your specific activity and check they’re acceptable and can be screened out;
Step 5 State what you’ll do to control risks if they’re too high;
Step 6 Present your assessment as part of you permit application.
Step 1 is a screening step to identify the potential risks to the environment from the proposed development.
The risk assessment must identify whether any of the following risks could occur and what the environmental
impact could be:
•

any discharge, for example sewage or trade effluent to surface or groundwater;

•

accidents;

•

odour (not for standalone water discharge and groundwater activities);

•

noise and vibration (not for standalone water discharge and groundwater activities);

•

uncontrolled or unintended (‘fugitive’) emissions, for which risks include dust, litter, pests and
pollutants that shouldn’t be in the discharge;

•

visible emissions, e.g. smoke or visible plumes.

Potential risk can be screened out by carrying out tests to check whether they’re within acceptable limits or
environmental standards. If they are, any further assessment of the pollutant is not necessary because the risk
to the environment is insignificant.
There will be no point source emissions to surface water, groundwater or air resulting from the proposed
development and neither will there be any site waste arising or global warming potential. Therefore, it is only
considered to be applicable for standard assessment in this instance, and includes the consideration of odour,
noise and vibration, fugitive emissions (including dust, mud, litter and pests) and accidents in relation to the
proposed development.
Step 2 identifies people or parts of the environment that could be harmed (at potentially significant risk) by the
activity. Step 3 identifies the possible pathways from the sources to these receptors. Where appropriate, the
assessment demonstrates how the risk of pollution or harm can be mitigated by measures to manage these
risks (Step 5).
The following tables, 4.1-4.4, present the assessment (Step 4) in terms of hazards posed, receptors and
pathways, along with management and residual risks for the following hazards:
•

Odour;

______________________
3

Environment Agency
‘Risk Assessment for your Environmental
www.gov.uk/guidence/risk-assessment-for-your-environmental -permit
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•

Noise and Vibrations;

•

Fugitive Emissions (including dust, mud, litter and pests); and

•

Accidents.
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Table 3-1
Odour Risk Assessment and Management Plan
What do you do that can harm and what could be harmed
Hazard
Receptor
Pathway
What
has
potential to
harm?

Assessing the Risk
Probability of Consequence
exposure
the What is at risk what How can the What measures will you take to reduce How likely is What is the
cause do I wish to protect? hazard get to the the risk? – Who is responsible for what?
this contact?
harm that can
receptor?
be caused?

Odours
from
the
placement of waste
materials

Potentially
sensitive
receptors as listed in
Table 2-2 and as
illustrated on Drawing
003
and
within
Appendix ERA1.

Air

Managing the Risk
Risk management

All waste recovered on site will be inert in
nature and not odorous.
Waste Acceptance Procedures included in
Section 9 of this EP application and adopted
on site will ensure that only EWC codes
described in the Waste Recovery Plan,
included in Section 4 of this application, will
be accepted on site.

.
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Negligible

Odour nuisance
and
loss
of
amenity.

What
is
the
overall risk
What is the risk
that still remains?
The balance of
probability and
consequence
Not significant –
due to the inert
nature of the waste
detailed in the
Waste
Recovery
Plan.
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Table 3-2
Noise Risk Assessment and Management Plan
What do you do that can harm and what could be harmed
Hazard
Receptor
Pathway
What
has
potential to
harm?

Assessing the Risk
Probability
of Consequence
exposure
the What is at risk what How can the What measures will you take to reduce How likely is this What is the
cause do I wish to protect? hazard get to the risk? – Who is responsible for contact?
harm that can
the receptor? what?
be caused?

Noise from vehicular
movements (site access
road and internal haul
roads)
Noise from operation of
site plant due to loading
and
unloading
of
materials

Potentially
sensitive
receptors as listed in
Table 2-2 and as
illustrated on Drawing
003
and
within
Appendix ERA1.

Air

Managing the Risk
Risk management

Site operations will be restricted to hours
specified in the planning consent.

Mobile. Intermittent
throughout the day.

Vehicles will not use excessive speed on
site.

Low/Medium.

If required, traffic calming measures will be
implemented to enforce slow speeds as
appropriate.
Plant will be switched off when not in use.
Due to the type of activity occurring on site,
use of mobile plant will be intermittent.
Site access & haul roads and operational
areas will be maintained and repaired to
minimise emissions of noise due to uneven
and poor surfacing.
Where required, plant will be selected &
operated to minimise noise. All site plant
and machinery will be operated and
maintained
in
accordance
with
manufacturer’s specifications.

.
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Managing the Risk
Risk management

Assessing the Risk
Probability
of Consequence
exposure
the What is at risk what How can the What measures will you take to reduce How likely is this What is the
cause do I wish to protect? hazard get to the risk? – Who is responsible for contact?
harm that can
the receptor? what?
be caused?

Auditory inspections will be carried out
daily and in response to complaints.
Mr J. Townsend-Berridge will be
responsible
for
implementing
risk
management measures in accordance with
the operating procedures document
(416.07338.00002/OT).

.
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Table 3-3
Fugitive Emissions Risk Assessment and Management Plan
What do you do that can harm and what could be harmed
Hazard
Receptor
Pathway

Managing the Risk
Risk management

Assessing the Risk
Probability
of Consequence
exposure

What has the potential
to cause harm?

What is the
overall risk

What is at risk what
do I wish to protect?

How can the
hazard get to
the receptor?

What measures will you take to
reduce the risk? – Who is responsible
for what?

How likely is this
contact?

What is the harm
that
can
be
caused?

What is the risk
that
still
remains?
The
balance
of
probability and
consequence

Potentially sensitive
receptors as listed in
Table 2-2 and as
illustrated
on
Drawing 003 and
within
Appendix
ERA1.

Air

The site is located within the wider
area of Dale Farm. The closest
residential receptor is located 200m
to the south east. If dust became a
particular issue on site, it is very
unlikely it would affect local sensitive
receptors.

Medium/High

Dust nuisance

Low – due to
the nature of
the operations
on site.

To Air:
Dust from:
Vehicle movements
Waste
deposition/tipping
operations.
Storage of waste.

Permitted waste types will be inert
and have a low potential to produce
large quantities of dust. Operations
will be intermittent on site, reducing
the levels of potential dust during
particularly dry periods.
Storage of waste will be infrequent.
Any waste stored on site will be
deposited into the proposed landform
as soon as practicable in order to
reduce storage times.
All waste will be deposited and
.
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What do you do that can harm and what could be harmed
Hazard
Receptor
Pathway

Managing the Risk
Risk management

Assessing the Risk
Probability
of Consequence
exposure

What has the potential
to cause harm?

What measures will you take to
reduce the risk? – Who is responsible
for what?

How likely is this
contact?

What is at risk what
do I wish to protect?

How can the
hazard get to
the receptor?

tracked into the proposed landform.
Where appropriate, drop heights will
be minimised to prevent emissions of
dust.
Vehicles will not use excessive speed
on site.
If required, traffic calming measures
will be implemented to enforce slow
speeds as appropriate.
Site access & haul roads and
operational areas will be maintained
and repaired to minimise emissions of
dust due to uneven and poor
surfacing.
All roads and operational areas will be
swept and / or dampened where
necessary to reduce dust emissions.
Where
appropriate,
vehicles
delivering waste to the site will be
sheeted to minimise emissions of
dust.
.
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What do you do that can harm and what could be harmed
Hazard
Receptor
Pathway

Managing the Risk
Risk management

Assessing the Risk
Probability
of Consequence
exposure

What has the potential
to cause harm?

What measures will you take to
reduce the risk? – Who is responsible
for what?

How likely is this
contact?

What is the harm
that
can
be
caused?

Low/Negligible

Contamination of
surface water and
groundwater.

What is at risk what
do I wish to protect?

How can the
hazard get to
the receptor?

What is the
overall risk
What is the risk
that
still
remains?
The
balance
of
probability and
consequence

Mr J. Townsend-Berridge will be
responsible for implementing risk
management measures in accordance
with the operating procedures
document (416.07338.00002/OT).
To Water
Runoff from the site.

Percolation
of
contaminated water

Surface water

Overland runoff

Percolation
through the
ground

Only inert, non-contaminated waste
will be accepted on site.
Strict waste acceptance procedures
(included in Section 9 of this EP
application) will ensure that only
permitted waste types are accepted
on site.
In the very unlikely event that nonconforming wastes are delivered to
site, they will be isolated and removed
from site at the earliest opportunity.
Mr J. Townsend-Berridge will be
responsible for implementing risk
management measures in accordance
with the operating procedures
document (416.07338.00002/OT).

.
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What do you do that can harm and what could be harmed
Hazard
Receptor
Pathway

Managing the Risk
Risk management

Assessing the Risk
Probability
of Consequence
exposure

What has the potential
to cause harm?

Pests
Birds, vermin and
insects.

Mud/Litter
Litter from waste

Mud on roads

What is the
overall risk

What is at risk what
do I wish to protect?

How can the
hazard get to
the receptor?

What measures will you take to
reduce the risk? – Who is responsible
for what?

How likely is this
contact?

What is the harm
that
can
be
caused?

What is the risk
that
still
remains?
The
balance
of
probability and
consequence

Potentially sensitive
receptors as listed in
Table 2-2 and as
illustrated
on
Drawing 003 and
within
Appendix
ERA1.

Via air (flies) or
over ground
(vermin).

No putrescible or biodegradable
waste will be accepted on site. Only
inert waste will be accepted.
Waste acceptance procedures will
ensure that only authorised wastes
are accepted.

Negligible

Nuisance, loss of
amenity and
harm to human
health.

Not significant

Potentially sensitive
receptors as listed in
Potentially sensitive
receptors as listed in
Table 2-2 and as
illustrated on
Drawing 003 and
within Appendix
ERA1.
Local road network
including
Manor
Road.

Airborne litter

No litter-generating waste will be
accepted on site.
Only inert waste will be accepted.
Waste
acceptance
procedures
(included in Section 9 of this EP
application) will ensure that only
authorised wastes are accepted.

Negligible

Nuisance and loss
of amenity

Not significant

Transferral
of
mud on vehicle
wheels

Where appropriate, incoming vehicles
will be sheeted to prevent the release
of material on the access road.
In the event that mud, debris or waste
arising from the site is deposited
outside the site, the affected area will

Low

Mud on road,
road
traffic
accidents.

Not significant

.
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What do you do that can harm and what could be harmed
Hazard
Receptor
Pathway

Managing the Risk
Risk management

Assessing the Risk
Probability
of Consequence
exposure

What has the potential
to cause harm?

What measures will you take to
reduce the risk? – Who is responsible
for what?

How likely is this
contact?

What is at risk what
do I wish to protect?

How can the
hazard get to
the receptor?

be cleaned and traffic will be isolated
from sources of mud and debris
within the site.
Mr J. Townsend-Berridge will be
responsible for implementing risk
management measures in accordance
with the operating procedures
document (416.07338.00002/OT).

.
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October 2018

Table 3-4
Accidents Risk Assessment and Management Plan
What do you do that can harm and what could be harmed
Receptor
Pathway
Hazard

Managing the Risk
Risk management

What has the
potential to cause
harm?

What is at risk what do I
wish to protect?

How can the
hazard get to
the
receptor?

What measures will you take to reduce
the risk? – Who is responsible for
what?

Unauthorised waste

Potentially sensitive
receptors as listed in
Table 2-2 and as
illustrated on Drawing
003 and within Appendix
ERA1.

Via air
(odours)
Overland (to
sewers,
surface and
groundwater)

Potentially sensitive

Air, water

Upon delivery, waste will be subject to
strict waste acceptance procedures
(included in Section 9 of this EP
application) to identify, reject and/or
segregate potentially non-conforming
waste.
Only waste authorised by the permit will
be accepted at the site.
All wastes will be subject to inspection
and checking against the declaration on
the waste transfer note.
In the event that unauthorised waste is
delivered to the site, the waste will be
segregated and stored in a designated
quarantine area prior to export from
site.
Mr J. Townsend-Berridge will be
responsible for implementing risk
management measures in accordance
with
the
operating
procedures
document (416.07338.00002/OT).
Only non-combustible inert wastes will

Fire
.
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Assessing the Risk
Probability of
Consequence
exposure
How likely is this What is the
contact?
harm that can
be caused?

Low

Odour nuisance

What is the
overall risk
What is the risk
that still
remains? The
balance of
probability and
consequence
Not significant

Water
contamination

Low.

Nuisance (smoke

Not significant

Mr. J Townsend-Berridge
Dale Farm Environmental Permit Application
Section 6: Environmental Risk Assessment

SLR Ref No: 416.07338.00002
October 2018

What do you do that can harm and what could be harmed
Receptor
Pathway
Hazard
What has the
potential to cause
harm?

Spillage and Leakage

Managing the Risk
Risk management

What is at risk what do I
wish to protect?

How can the
hazard get to
the
receptor?

What measures will you take to reduce
the risk? – Who is responsible for
what?

receptors as listed in
Table 2-2 and as
illustrated on Drawing
003 and within Appendix
ERA1.

runoff

be accepted on site.

Local land quality,
surface water and
groundwater.

Assessing the Risk
Probability of
Consequence
exposure
How likely is this What is the
contact?
harm that can
be caused?

and fumes) and
harm to human
health.

No Fuel or oil tanks will be sited within
the proposed EP boundary. Machinery
will not remain parked within the
proposed EP boundary outside of
operational hours.

Runoff and
percolation
through
ground

Mr J. Townsend-Berridge will be
responsible for implementing risk
management measures in accordance
with
the
operating
procedures
document (416.07338.00002/OT).
No tanks used for the storage of fuel
and maintenance oil will be sited within
the proposed EP boundary.
Minor spillages associated with vehicle
leaks will be cleaned up immediately,
using sand or proprietary absorbent to
clean up liquids and placed in alternative
containers.
Materials suitable for
absorbing and containing minor
spillages will be maintained on site.
In the event of a major spillage
immediate action will be taken to

.
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What is the
overall risk
What is the risk
that still
remains? The
balance of
probability and
consequence

Water
contamination
(runoff)

Low

Contamination
of groundwater
and
surface
water

Not significant

Mr. J Townsend-Berridge
Dale Farm Environmental Permit Application
Section 6: Environmental Risk Assessment

SLR Ref No: 416.07338.00002
October 2018

What do you do that can harm and what could be harmed
Receptor
Pathway
Hazard
What has the
potential to cause
harm?

What is at risk what do I
wish to protect?

How can the
hazard get to
the
receptor?

Managing the Risk
Risk management
What measures will you take to reduce
the risk? – Who is responsible for
what?

Assessing the Risk
Probability of
Consequence
exposure
How likely is this What is the
contact?
harm that can
be caused?

What is the
overall risk
What is the risk
that still
remains? The
balance of
probability and
consequence

contain the spillage and prevent liquid
from entering surface water drains and
the unsurfaced ground. The spillage will
be cleared immediately and placed in
containers for off-site disposal and the
EA will be notified.

Security and
Vandalism

Personnel
emergency
workers

on

site,
service

Mr J. Townsend-Berridge will be
responsible for implementing risk
management measures in accordance
with
the
operating
procedures
document (416.07338.00002/OT).
The site is located within a rural setting
within the larger boundary of a farm
limiting the potential of unauthorised
access.
The site will be adequately secure to
prevent entrance, as the area of
deposition is located within the wider
Dale Farm complex which is not
currently open to the public.
Operational
procedures,
including
regular inspections, ensure continual

.
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Low

Nuisance
and
harm to human
health.
Contamination
of land and
surface water.

Not significant

Mr. J Townsend-Berridge
Dale Farm Environmental Permit Application
Section 6: Environmental Risk Assessment

SLR Ref No: 416.07338.00002
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What do you do that can harm and what could be harmed
Receptor
Pathway
Hazard
What has the
potential to cause
harm?

Flooding

What is at risk what do I
wish to protect?

Local wildlife, flora and
fauna,

How can the
hazard get to
the
receptor?

Overland

Managing the Risk
Risk management
What measures will you take to reduce
the risk? – Who is responsible for
what?

monitoring of security provision at the
site.
Mr J. Townsend-Berridge will be
responsible for implementing risk
management measures in accordance
with
the
operating
procedures
document (416.07338.00002/OT).
The EA website confirms that the site
lies within a flood zone 1 and therefore
has a low risk from flooding.
In the extremely unlikely event of a
flood, the Mr J. Townsend-Berridge will
be responsible for implementing risk
management measures.

.
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Assessing the Risk
Probability of
Consequence
exposure
How likely is this What is the
contact?
harm that can
be caused?

Negligible

Inundation of
site with flood
water

What is the
overall risk
What is the risk
that still
remains? The
balance of
probability and
consequence

Not significant

Mr. J Townsend-Berridge
Dale Farm Environmental Permit Application
Section 6: Environmental Risk Assessment

SLR Ref No: 416.07338.00002
October 2018

Conclusion
This environmental risk assessment has been undertaken as described by the regulatory guidance. The
assessment is provided as part of the application for an Environmental Permit for the Dale Farm site.
This qualitative risk assessment has considered odour, noise, fugitive emissions, dust, releases to water, litter,
and potential for accidents and incidents. The assessment concludes that with the implementation of the risk
management measures described above, potential hazards from the proposed development are not likely to
be significant and no further assessment is required.
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